


After 80 years, everything
is different and nothing
has changed.

Some 80 years ago, a man named Fred 
Bear made a decision that would have 
a profound impact on every aspiring 
archer, avid target shooter, and devoted 
bowhunter since. He decided to start a 
bow-making company. 

Fred was the ultimate sportsman, skilled 
and respectful, and he sought to convey 
those attributes through the most 
innovative, satisfying and effective bows 
ever made. We still believe in his goal, 
and strive to achieve it with every Bear 
Archery product. 

So here’s to you, Papa Bear. Thank you 
for your spirit and vision…for setting 
an example for generations of shooters, 
before us and after us…for sharing a 
passion that’s still with us today. Until we 
meet again …

Happy hunting to all from,
Bear Archery





THE  CRAFTMANSHIP  OF  THIS  BOW  IS  LEGENDARY,
JUST  LIKE  THE  MAN  WHO  ONCE  MASTERED  IT

1967 marked the end of an era and the beginning of a new one at Bear Archery, 

after 17 years of production, the Super Kodiak replaced the very popular Kodiak 

line of bows. Fred Bear used this model bow for many years on quests for African 

lion, cape buffalo, Alaskan polar bear and the British Columbian grizzly bear. 

60" Riser

35 lb. – ASK156035R
40 lb. – ASK156040R
45 lb. – ASK156045R
50 lb. – ASK156050R
55 lb. – ASK156055R
60 lb. – ASK156060R

60” Riser

30 lb. – AFT2020130
35 lb. – AFT2020135
40 lb. – AFT2020140
45 lb. – AFT2020145

60” Riser

45 lb. – AFT2220245
50 lb. – AFT2020250

60” Riser

35 lb. – ASK156035L
40 lb. – ASK156040L
45 lb. – ASK156045L
50 lb. – ASK156050L
55 lb. – ASK156055L

RIGHT HAND (BLACK BEAUTY)

RIGHT HAND (HARD-ROCK MAPLE) LEFT HAND (HARD-ROCK MAPLE)

LEFT HAND (BLACK BEAUTY)

64” Riser

35 lb. – ASK156435R
40 lb. – ASK156440R
45 lb. – ASK156445R
50 lb. – ASK156450R
55 lb. – ASK156455R
60 lb. – ASK156460R

50 lb. – AFT2020150
55 lb. – AFT2020155
60 lb. – AFT2020160
65 lb. – AFT2020165

55 lb. – AFT2020255

64” Riser

35 lb. – ASK156435L
40 lb. – ASK156440L
45 lb. – ASK156445L
50 lb. – ASK156450L
55 lb. – ASK156455L
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FEATURES
➢ 60” and 64” AMO length
➢ Crowned, cut on center arrow shelf with
    Bear hair rest and leather side plate
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish String

CONSTRUCTION
The 3-piece riser is constructed from 
black phenolic with a brown (Bolivian 
Rosewood) accent stripe and capped 
with Bolivian Rosewood.  The limb 
cores are made with maple laminate 
and overlaid with high strength black 
fiberglass.  Tips are hand crafted and 
layered with white fiberglass then the 
bow is polished to a high gloss finish.

The 2-piece riser is made of brown 
and black Hard-Rock Maple featuring 
limbs overlaid with clear maple, backed 
and faced with high strength black 
fiberglass. The tips are handcrafted and 
layered with black and white fiberglass.
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A  FUNCTIONAL  WORK  OF  ART
MODELED  AFTER  THE  FAMOUS  ‘59  KODIAK

35 lb. – AK1335R
40 lb. – AK1340R
45 lb. – AK1345R
50 lb. – AK1350R

35 lb. – AK1535GR
40 lb. – AK1540GR
45 lb. – AK1545GR
50 lb. – AK1550GR

35 lb. – AK1435SR
40 lb. – AK1440SR
45 lb. – AK1445SR

35 lb. – AK1535SR
40 lb. – AK1540SR
45 lb. – AK1545SR

35 lb. – AK1335L
40 lb. – AK1340L
45 lb. – AK1345L

35 lb. – AK1535GL
40 lb. – AK1540GL
45 lb. – AK1545GL

35 lb. – AK1435SL
40 lb. – AK1440SL
45 lb. – AK1445SL

35 lb. – AK1535SL
40 lb. – AK1540SL
45 lb. – AK1545SL

RIGHT HAND (PURPLE HEART GLOSS)

RIGHT HAND (WHITE MAPLE GLOSS)

RIGHT HAND (PURPLE HEART SATIN)

RIGHT HAND (WHITE MAPLE SATIN]

LEFT HAND (PURPLE HEART GLOSS)

LEFT HAND (WHITE MAPLE GLOSS)

LEFT HAND (PURPLE HEART SATIN)

LEFT HAND (WHITE MAPLE SATIN)

55 lb. – AK1355R
60 lb. – AK1360R

55 lb. – AK1555GR
60 lb. – AK1560GR

50 lb. – AK1450SR
55 lb. – AK1455SR
60 lb. – AK1460SR

50 lb. – AK1550SR
55 lb. – AK1555SR
60 lb. – AK1560SR

50 lb. – AK1350L
55 lb. – AK1355L
60 lb. – AK1360L

50 lb. – AK1550GL
55 lb. – AK1555GL
60 lb. – AK1560GL

50 lb. – AK1450SL
55 lb. – AK1455SL
60 lb. – AK1460SL

50 lb. – AK1550SL
55 lb. – AK1555SL
60 lb. – AK1560SL

Ask around about Bear bows and you will surely hear tales of the ‘59 Kodiak.  

Throughout the years, Bear has been asked time and time again to “bring it back”.  

Out of respect we were convinced the ‘59 Kodiak could never and would never be 

duplicated. However, just like Mr. Bear, we believe in giving people what they want. 

It is with great pride and honor that we introduce the Bear Kodiak, inspired and 

modeled after the ever famous ‘59 Kodiak. 
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FEATURES
➢ 60” AMO length
➢ Gloss or satin finish
➢ Large profile leather rest plate and
    a forgiving feather arrow rest 
➢ Leather grip

CONSTRUCTION
The I-Beam is constructed of a Purple 
Heart or White Maple center with 
Bolivian Rosewood on either side then the 
riser section is faced and backed with thin 
strips of Purple Heart and White Maple. 
The limbs are fashioned with Maple 
cores, faced with caramel colored glass 
and backed with a brown glass skillfully 
radiused for precision shooting. The tips 
are layered with brown and white fiberglass 
and hand finished to accomodate modern 
bow strings. Finally the grip is capped on 
the back with brown and white fiberglass 
accents then wrapped with a supple leather 
grip. This bow is offered in a satin finish or 
gloss finish.
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FRED  BEAR’S  PREFERRED  BOW
FROM  1969  TO  HIS  LAST  HUNT

Mr. Bear  brought about many innovations to the archery industry, but perhaps 

his proudest moment came in 1969 when production first began on his famous 

Take-Down recurve bow. The classic design was years ahead of it’s time and still to 

this day you hear people saying there simply is no finer Take-Down. Not only does 

this bow pack easy, but it shoots and feels like a dream. This legendary, but modern 

design is available in both A and B riser’s giving you plenty of versatility. Mr. Bear 

hunted with this bow almost entirely until his last hunt.

A Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDA1135R
40 lb. – ATDA1140R
45 lb. – ATDA1145R
50 lb. – ATDA1150R
55 lb. – ATDA1155R
60 lb. – ATDA1160R

A Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDA1435R
40 lb. – ATDA1440R
45 lb. – ATDA1445R
50 lb. – ATDA1450R
55 lb. – ATDA1455R
60 lb. – ATDA1460R

A Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDA1135L
40 lb. – ATDA1140L
45 lb. – ATDA1145L
50 lb. – ATDA1150L
55 lb. – ATDA1155L

A Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDA1435L
40 lb. – ATDA1440L
45 lb. – ATDA1445L
50 lb. – ATDA1450L
55 lb. – ATDA1455L

RIGHT HAND (BLACK MAPLE)

RIGHT HAND (BUBINGA & BLACK MAPLE)

LEFT HAND (BLACK MAPLE)

LEFT HAND (BUBINGA & BLACK MAPLE)

B Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDB1135R
40 lb. – ATDB1140R
45 lb. – ATDB1145R
50 lb. – ATDB1150R
55 lb. – ATDB1155R
60 lb. – ATDB1160R

B Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDB1435R
40 lb. – ATDB1440R
45 lb. – ATDB1445R
50 lb. – ATDB1450R
55 lb. – ATDB1455R
60 lb. – ATDB1460R

B Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDB1135L
40 lb. – ATDB1140L
45 lb. – ATDB1145L
50 lb. – ATDB1150L
55 lb. – ATDB1155L

B Riser - #1 Limbs

35 lb. – ATDB1435L
40 lb. – ATDB1440L
45 lb. – ATDB1445L
50 lb. – ATDB1450L
55 lb. – ATDB1455L
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FEATURES
➢ A-Riser = 56” AMO - #1 Limbs
➢ B-Riser = 60” AMO - #1 Limbs
➢ A-Riser = 60” AMO - #3 Limbs
➢ B-Riser = 64” AMO - #3Limbs
➢ Crowned, cut on center arrow shelf with
    Bear Hair Rest and leather side plate 
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish Twist string
    (red and black)
➢ All bows come stock with #1 limbs.
    #3 limbs also available.

CONSTRUCTION
The 3-piece riser is constructed from 
Black Maple or Black Maple and 
African Bubinga with a red accent 
stripe; the limbs are fascor powered 
and backed and faced with high 
strength black fiberglass. Tips are 
handcrafted with layered Hard-Rock 
Maple and black fiberglass allowing the 
use of today’s modern bow strings.
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A  BOW  HUNTER'S  DREAM  DUE  TO  ITS  SHORT
LENGTH  &  EASE  OF  MANEUVERABILITY.

Modeled after the famous Kodiak bow, the Kodiak Magnum was first 

introduced in 1961 as a bow hunters dream due to its short length and ease of 

maneuverability. The design stuck and it has been around ever since. 

35 lb. – AKM1535R
40 lb. – AKM1540R
45 lb. – AKM1545R

35 lb. – AKM1535L
40 lb. – AKM1540L
45 lb. – AKM1545L

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

50 lb. – AKM1550R
55 lb. – AKM1555R
60 lb. – AKM1560R

50 lb. – AKM1550L
55 lb. – AKM1555L
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FEATURES
➢ 52” AMO length
➢ Crowned, cut on center arrow shelf with
    Bear hair rest and leather side plate
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish String

CONSTRUCTION
The single piece green maple riser is 
capped with green and white fiberglass 
and features limbs overlaid with 
clear maple cores, backed and faced 
with high strength "Grayling Green" 
fiberglass. The tips are handcrafted and 
layered with green and white fiberglass.
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A  48"  HUNTING  BOW  BUILT  FOR  HUNTING  OUT
OF  GROUND  BLINDS  &  TREE  STANDS

In 1966 Bear introduced the bow they said could not be made, a 48” hunting 

bow proudly called the Bear Super Magnum 48. Over 48 years later it remains a 

proven product for those who need a short hunting bow no matter the situation. 

This bow is built for hunting out of ground blinds and tree stands, or can be used as 

the perfect bowfishing bow.

35 lb. – ATSM1335R
40 lb. – ATSM1340R
45 lb. – ATSM1345R

40 lb. – ATSM1340L
45 lb. – ATSM1345L

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

50 lb. – ATSM1350R
55 lb. – ATSM1355R

50 lb. – ATSM1350L
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FEATURES
➢ 48” AMO length
➢ Crowned, cut on center arrow shelf with
    Bear hair rest and leather side plate
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish String

CONSTRUCTION
The Bubinga riser features limbs 
overlaid with clear maple, and backed 
and faced with high strength black 
fiberglass. The tips are handcrafted and 
layered with black and white fiberglass.
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REMINISCENT  OF  FRED’S  FAVORITE
BOWS  OF  THE  EARLY 60’s

First introduced in 2002 the Cheyenne project was a collaboration between 

father and son - Grant Neil Byce II, Fred Bear’s retired Master Bowyer and Grant 

Neil Byce III, Bear Archery’s current Director of Operations. The Cheyenne’s 

length is just enough to handle the swept back style limbs of the Take-Down, while 

the grip is designed to feel full in the hand while incorporating the half-moon 

styling that is reminiscent of Fred’s favorite bows of the early 60’s.

35 lb. – AFT2032135
40lb. – AFT2032140
45 lb. – AFT2032145
50 lb. – AFT2032150

40 lb. – AFT2032240
45 lb. – AFT2032245
50 lb. – AFT2032250

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

55 lb. – AFT2032155
60 lb. – AFT2032160

55 lb. – AFT2032255
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FEATURES
➢ 55” AMO length
➢ Crowned, cut-on center arrow shelf with
    Bear hair rest and leather side plate
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish string

CONSTRUCTION

The 2-piece riser is crafted from black 
and brown Hard-Rock Maple featuring
limbs overlaid with clear maple, backed 
and faced with high strength black 
fiberglass. The tips are handcrafted and 
layered with black and white fiberglass.
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BIG  PERFORMANCE  IN THE FIELD
GOING ON 50 YEARS

The Grizzly is one legendary bow that has been proving itself since 1950 and 

is still to this day an important offering in our traditional line. Mr. Bear made 

the last design change to the Grizzly in 1964. This value priced bow is designed 

for big performance that will go easy on anyone’s budget. Whether you are new to 

traditional archery or an expert, the Grizzly is a sure shooter for any skill level.

30 lb. – AFT2086131 
35 lb. – AFT2086135
40 lb. – AFT2086140
45 lb. – AFT2086145

35 lb. – AFT2086235
40 lb. – AFT2086240
45 lb. – AFT2086245

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

50 lb. – AFT2086150
55 lb. – AFT2086155
60 lb. – AFT2086160

50 lb. – AFT2086250
55 lb. – AFT2086255
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FEATURES
➢ 58” AMO length
➢ Crowned, cut-on center arrow shelf with
    Bear hair rest and leather side plate
➢ Dacron Flemish string

CONSTRUCTION
The 1-piece riser is crafted from 
brown Hard-Rock Maple and features 
limbs overlaid with clear maple backed 
and faced with high strength black 
fiberglass. 
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TWO  LAMINATION  LAYERS  ALLOW  BETTER
SHOOTING WITHOUT  HAND  SHOCK

The Original Super Grizzly was available in the mid-1970's and was 

reintroduced in 2011 to  the delight of archers who prefer a smooth shooting feel.  

The Super Grizzly's performance is based, in part, on two layers of lamination in 

the limbs, creating a better feeling, better shooting bow without hand shock

35 lb. – ASG1135R
40 lb. – ASG1140R
45 lb. – ASG1145R
50 lb. – ASG1150R

35 lb. – ASG1135L
40 lb. – ASG1140L
45 lb. – ASG1145L

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

55 lb. – ASG1155R
60 lb. – ASG1160R
65 lb. – ASG1165R

50 lb. – ASG1150L
55 lb. – ASG1155L
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FEATURES
➢ 58” AMO length
➢ Crowned, cut on center arrow shelf with
    Bear hair rest and leather side plate
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish string

CONSTRUCTION
The 2-piece riser is crafted from black 
maple and carries an inlaid red accent 
stripe.  The Super Grizzly limbs have 
maple laminate and are backed and 
faced with high strength black fiberglass.
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PASSING TRADITIONAL ARCHERY
ON TO THE NEXT GENERATION

This 48” traditional youth bow was originally known as the Little Bear and 

was introduced in 1965. Forty-seven years later your youngster can still have a 

laminated bow of adult quality just like mom and dad’s. This is a smooth shooting 

youth bow and is great for teaching archery fundamentals the right way. 

20 lb. – AFT2088120
30 lb. – AFT2088130

30 lb. – AFT2088230

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND
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FEATURES
➢ 48” AMO length
➢ Dacron string

CONSTRUCTION
The Kodiak Cub traditional youth 
bow features a riser handcrafted 
from black laminated Hard-Rock 
Maple and limbs backed with high 
strength black fiberglass.
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NAMED  FOR  THE  RIVER  WHERE
FRED  BEAR  FOUND  INSPIRATION

The Au Sable longbow aptly named after the Au Sable River, introduced 

in 2011 has been well received by longbow enthusiasts. What sets the Au Sable 

longbow apart is its reflex/deflex design, larger sight window, full radiused grip, and 

crowned cut on center arrow shelf. The bamboo core limbs make this bow smooth, 

quiet and fast. Now available in 62” and 64”.

62" Riser

35 lb. – AALB1235R
40 lb. – AALB1240R
45 lb. – AALB1245R
50 lb. – AALB1250R
55 lb. – AALB1255R
60 lb. – AALB1260R

62" Riser

35 lb. – AALB1235L
40 lb. – AALB1240L
45 lb. – AALB1245L
50 lb. – AALB1250L
55 lb. – AALB1255L

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

64” Riser

35 lb. – AALB1135R
40 lb. – AALB1140R
45 lb. – AALB1145R
50 lb. – AALB1150R
55 lb. – AALB1155R
60 lb. – AALB1160R

64” Riser

35 lb. – AALB1135L
40 lb. – AALB1140L
45 lb. – AALB1145L
50 lb. – AALB1150L
55 lb. – AALB1155L
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FEATURES
➢ 62" and 64" AMO length
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish string

CONSTRUCTION
The 2-piece riser  is crafted from 
exotic Bubinga and carries an inlaid 
matching accent stripe. The Au Sable’s 
limbs have 3 layers. The center core 
is Maple and is overlaid with 2 layers 
of Bamboo and backed with high 
strength fiberglass creating a smooth 
shooting and powerful bow. The tips are 
handcrafted and layered with black and 
white fiberglass.

62" 64"
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EXCEPTIONAL  LONGBOW  SPEED  WITH  JUST
THE RIGHT  AMOUNT  OF  “THUNK”.

Byron Ferguson, a trick shot specialist and renowned hunter worked with 

Bear Archery on the design of the Patriot longbow. The design was created by 

Byron and is currently manufactured by Bear Archery. The design utilizes the Bear 

look along with the characteristics of a bow laid out by Byron. This partnership 

has spawned a spectacular shooting bow sure to please anyone wanting a high 

performance longbow.

45 lb. – AFT2036145
50 lb. – AFT2036150

RIGHT HAND

55 lb. – AFT2036155
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FEATURES
➢ 64” AMO length
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish string

CONSTRUCTION

The reflexed and power packed 
riser is crafted from Rosewood and 
black Hard-Rock Maple featuring a 
radius shelf for perfect arrow flight. 
The natural Hard-Rock Maple limbs 
are backed and faced with high 
strength black fiberglass. The tips are 
handcrafted and layered with black and 
white fiberglass.
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ANCIENT  BOWYER  CRAFTMANSHIP
COUPLED  WITH  MODERN  MATERIALS

The Montana longbow was first introduced in the late 90s and has become 

a very popular addition to an already proven line up. The bow's slightly reflexed 

design, tapered limb lamination and new slimmer tips make this longbow big on 

performance and value.

30 lb. – AFT2040130
35 lb. – AFT2040135
40 lb. – AFT2040140
45 lb. – AFT2040145

45 lb. – AFT2040245
50 lb. – AFT2040250
55 lb. – AFT2040255

RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND

50 lb. – AFT2040150
55 lb. – AFT2040155
60 lb. – AFT2040160
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FEATURES
➢ 64” AMO length
➢ Dynaflight 97 Flemish string

CONSTRUCTION
The Black Maple riser features 
limbs overlaid with clear White 
Maple, backed and faced with high 
strength black fiberglass. The tips are 
handcrafted and layered with black and 
white fiberglass. The leather “shoot off 
the shelf” arrow rest allows for clean 
arrow flight.
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Rose City Archery and Bear Archery are partnering to bring you bows and arrows designed 
by Fred Bear himself and made in the tradition of the golden era of bowhunting. We are 
duplicating the finest Port Orford cedar arrows to match the entire Bear line of bows, 
including his famed Grizzly Recurve, that Fred shot at targets and on hunts. 

New commemorative Bear Arrows box, reminiscent of the box used in 1959, the year Fred 
Bear hunted and killed an Alaskan polar bear - with a Port Orford cedar arrow. The box keeps 
fletching smooth and points in their own compartment, and ships wrapped in craft paper to 
arrive in a condition worthy of a keepsake.

Rose City Archery
BEAR ARCHERY RETRO ARROW

For ordering and more information visit RoseCityArchery.com
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Neet Products and Bear Archery are proud to introduce a new line of 

Traditional Accessories including Fred Bear's designs and logo from the '40s and '50s. 

Handcrafted with premium leather by American workers reflecting the quality standards 

with which both companies were founded.

Traditional Catalog 2016

Neet Products
BEAR TRADITIONAL LEATHER GOODS

For ordering and more information visit NEET.com or your local dealer



Fred Bear
FIELD QUIVER   FB-2595

•High quality leather construction
•Embossed images from 1950's era

(America Indian in Canoe) 
•Hand lacing
•Double flap belt tunnel
•Nylon stitching & brass rivets

Fred Bear
BACK QUIVER   FB-BQ-1

•High quality leather construction
•Embossed images from 1950's era

(America Indian in Canoe) 
•Hand lacing
•Double flap belt tunnel
•Nylon stitching & brass rivets
•Holds six or more arrows

Fred Bear
POCKET QUIVER   FB-PQ-2

•High quality leather construction
•Two types of heavy leather
•Fits in hip pocket
•Holds six or more arrows
•Nylon stitching & brass rivets

Fred Bear
TRADITIONAL GLOVE   FB-G1

•High quality leather construction
•Smooth Cowhide tips
•Adjustable snap buckle wrist strap
•Nylon stitching
•Right or left hand
•Sizes S, M, L. XL

Fred Bear
ARMGUARD   FB-AGS-3

•High quality leather construction
•Two types of heavy leather
•Rawhide elastic lacing
•Nylon stitching & brass rivets
•Dimensions: 6 3/4"x 4 3/8"

Fred Bear
ARMGUARD   FB-AGL-6

•High quality leather construction
•Two types of heavy leather
•Rawhide elastic lacing
•Nylon stitching & brass lace hooks
•Dimensions: 6 3/8"x 7"
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MULBERRY

BEAR VINTAGE LOGO

DAHLIA 

CLASSIC

SEQUOIA

BRYCE CANYON ICON TECHNICAL

CUB
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PURCHASE ONLINE AT:
BEARARCHERYGEAR.COM

KATMAI LETHAL GRAND TETON

VOLT HERITAGE LEGEND

35

BEAR BOOK COLLECTION BEAR DVD COLLECTION

The Adventures of  Fred Bear  (Fred Bear's Field Notes)
AS7826000

Fred Bear –The Biography  of an Outdoorsman
AS7835000

Join legendary archer Fred Bear and fellow hunters 
as they trek across the globe in search of wild game. 
This 4-disc DVD set has over 8 hours of timeless 
footage that includes a rare glimpse into the life and 
adventures of Fred Bear. 
ADVD



PURCHASE ONLINE AT:
BEARARCHERYGEAR.COMTraditional Catalog 2016

PERFORMANCE

ROGUE

CLASSIC

VINTAGE

RECON

CHEYENNE

ADRENALINE

STORM

KODIAK

ALTITUDE

ASSAULT





For more information about Bear Archery visit us at BearArchery.com

Bear Archery Corporate Headquarters
2200 Stringtown Road; Evansville, IN 47711

800-694-9494 [Customer Service]

Bear Archery Mfg. and Warranty Service
4600 S.W. 41st Blvd. Gainsville, FL 32608

©2015 Bear® Archery, Inc.


